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Abstract. In this work, we propose a new method to enhance text in
document-image. Firstly, we introduce a classical model and a way to
solve it by means of a non-convex optimization problem. So, a simoul-
taneaous estimation of the reflectance and the luminance is obtained
when the non uniform illumination (also called luminance) is a smooth
function and the reflectance is a function of bounded variation. We give
an analyse of this problem and some conditions of existence and unicity.
Then, we consider the “log” of the classical model. A new pde’s model
is proposed. This method is based on the resolution of an original par-
tial differential equation (PDE) estimating the log of the luminance. We
assume that the luminance is enough smooth and is the solution of a
non classical second order’s PDE.Then we deduce the reflectance from
the estimated luminance and the acquired image. The effectiveness and
the robustness of the proposed process are shown on numerical examples
in real-world situation (images acquired from cameraphones). Then, we
illustrate the ability of this method to improve an Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) in text recognition.

1 Introduction

Computer vision based documents recognition could be an interesting way to de-
materialize informations to manage clients and company’s internal documents,
offering enterprise wide fast access to business critical information while enhanc-
ing the achitecture in place. Typically the dematerialized document formats are
PDF. Here, the problem could be separated as least in two steps: localization
and recognition. Computer approach increases the performance of both steps,
localization and recognition (see [1]). In the computer vision approaches, low
cost cameras (webcam, cameraphone, ...) could introduce some distortions and
noise artifacts, see [2] for an overview of document image degradation modeling.
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The image restoration images by PDE’s based models starts to produce sig-
nifiant results as images with the diffusion of documents to remove noise while
preserving important information for readability ([3]) or to separate the back to
front ink interferences ([4]) . These works have shown that could be improved
up to 30% recognition rate of OCR by restoring the document images.

Generally speaking, an image u could be seen as the product of a reflectance
v and the illumination effect I (see [5]). This model has been used in [6,7] to
restore blurred barcode signals under nonuniform illumination.

This paper provide a new method based on an anisotropic diffusion to estimate
the luminance (or the log of the luminance) of a document-image in order to
enhance the text. This method could be use for example in a mobile phone
scanning solution or as a first step OCR processing.

We develop previously an isotropic method with some relative success(see [8]).
This process allows us to estimate the luminance and to enhance texts then to
share or print document images. By document images, we mean all kinds of im-
ages which include some handwritten or machine printed text. The basic camera
phones often produce images of lower qualities. In addition, the conditions make
it difficult shooting the readability and printing of document images. Regarding
the text, these conditions make it difficult to interpret the information contained
in this image without proper pretreatment. We have develpped this method on a
server side project, named “Qipit” : Qipit is a way to capture and share written
documents with your camera phone or digital camera. Handwritten notes, signed
contracts, whiteboards can be transformed into clean, crisp digital copies. After
a specific treatment, this method has also directly embedded on photophones
(Nokia, Samsung, Iphone . . . ). As an example, on a Nokia N73 (3.15 megapix-
els, Symbian OS 9.1, S60 3rd edition), the time processing is less than 6 secondes
(it depends on the choosen resolution). So, we have built an OEM business with
the likes of Samsung, Sanyo and others with over 100 million copies sold and
shipped factory-installed by mobile phone manufacturers to date. In this paper,
since we present a preliminary result, the time processing is not discussed.

Our methods can produce three kinds of documents: black and white, grayscale
or color ones. In all cases, input images are color pictures. Producing color doc-
uments should be seen as a different workflow, involving mostly the same algo-
rithms as in the grayscale processing.

Document images are supposed to be obtained from a mobile device - a cam-
eraphone more exactly, but could also come from any digital camera. In the
following, we will only suppose the device to be a cameraphone as this is the
case where most of the problems occur. Basic cameraphones often produce doc-
ument images with poor quality - meaning it should be really tedious or even
impossible to be read by someone or by an OCR (Optical Character Recogni-
tion). Because of constraints design, cameraphones have some limitations which
we have to take into account, if we want to produce legible documents.

The paper is organized as follows : section 2 gives a brief description of a cam-
era lens. Section 3 presents the non uniform illumination problem and defines a
global model. Then two methods are given as solutions, namely a natural criterion
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afterward a pde’s based model. Section 4 describes the method and shows how to
implement it. Finally, some numerical results illustrate this work in Section 5.

2 Description

Photographers control the camera and lens to expose the recording material
(digital sensor or film) to the required amount of light. The controls include the
focus of lens, the aperture of the lens (amount of light allowed to pass through
the lens), the focal length and type of lens (macro, wide angle, or zoom), the
duration of exposure (or shutter speed), the sensitivity of the medium to light
intensity and color/wavelength, the nature of the light recording material, for
example its resolution as measured in pixels or grains of silver halide.

Camera controls are inter-related, as the total amount of light reaching the
image plane (the “exposure”) changes proportionately with the duration of expo-
sure, aperture of the lens, and focal length of the lens (which changes as the lens
is focused, or zoomed). Changing any of these controls alter the exposure. Many
cameras automatically adjust the aperture of the lens to account for changes in
focus, and some will accommodate changes in zoom as well.

The duration of an exposure is referred to as shutter speed , often even in
cameras that don’t have a physical shutter, and is typically measured in fractions
of a second. Aperture is expressed by an f-number or f-stop (derived from focal
ratio), which is proportional to the ratio of the focal length to the diameter of
the aperture.

Exposures can be achieved through widely differing combinations of shutter
speed and aperture. The chosen combination has an impact on the final result.
In addition to the subject or camera movement that might vary depending on
the shutter speed, the aperture (and focal length of the lens) determine the depth
of field, which refers to the range of distances from the lens that will be in focus.

3 The Model

We suppose that the document-image u has been acquired by a cameraphone,
we consider two sorts of problems due to this acquisition : image distortions
and noise. Here, we adress a distortion, so-called “non uniform illumination”
or variations of brihtness (see [9]). These variations render image processing
difficults. One of these effects is : the shadows. In image processing, a shadow
is considered as a region with low lightness and high gradients contours. So, we
could separate two kinds of shadows, the own shadow and the shadows due to
the acquistion. Own shadow occurs when the light hits a surface with a slope
change. The brightness of pixels corresponding to the area decreases as the angle
of incidence deviates from the normal of the surface. The brightness reaches its
minimum when the incident light and the surface normal are orthogonal. Drop
shadow occurs when the light source is obscured by an object before the light
reflection on the surface. Others distortions problems like blur or warping are
beyond of the scope of this paper.
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In this paper, we consider an image u ∈ R
N1×N2 where N1 et N2 are two

intergers. The non uniform illumination can be modeled as a multiplicative effect.
This modelling combining the reflectance and the luminance of the image was
proposed by Barrow and Tenenbaum in 1978 [10]. That said, due to various
factors that may be involved in the construction of the image (the illumination
of the object, the geometry of the scene acquired, the camera settings ...), such
modelling is very difficult to tackle.

In 1999, Laszlo [11] has proposed a generative model of the image, based on a
combinaison of Fredholm integral and a modelling of the settings of the camera.
This model is very difficult to implement. Thus, it is the global illumination
method [11] remains the most widely used :

u (x, y) = I (x, y) v (x, y) cosθ (x, y) + b (x, y) , (1)

u(x, y) is the grayscale of the pixel (x, y), I is the luminance or the non uniform
illumination, v(x, y) the reflectance and cosθ(x, y) the cosine of the angle between
the incident light ray and the surface normal at the point of the object. In image
processing, this modelling is even more simplied by integrating cosθ(x, y) on the
component I(x, y). Thus, the final model becomes:

u (x, y) = I (x, y) v (x, y) + b (x, y) . (2)

This modelling of the image is far from perfect, because it does not take into
account neither the problems of geometry of the object (the presence of surfaces
which can create shadows on the object ...), or external factors in the formation
of the image. The advantage of this simple model is to estimate the reflectance
of an object from an approximation of its luminance.

The estimation of the reflectance v is crucial, because here we have an oppor-
tunity to characterize an object independently of illumination problems. Here,
we suppose that the noise b is a gaussian random variable.

In the following, we suppose u, I and v ∈ L2(Ω) (where L2(Ω) is the square
intergable space, Ω is the domain of the image) and the distortion is introduced
by the measuring device and the conditions of acquisition.

3.1 Natural Criterion

In this part, we consider the model defined by the equation 1. Thus and ideally,
we would like to estimate both I and v up to the noise, a natural criterion could
be:

J1(I, v) =
1
2
‖Iv − u‖2

L2(Ω) + λ1R1(v) + λ2R2(I), (3)

where λ1, λ2 are two positive hyperparameters, R1, R2 are two regularization
functions allowing to control the noise and to provide some a priori on the pair
of solution.
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If we suppose that I is a smooth function and that the singularities are re-
ported on v. A classical choice for the regularization function is :

R1(v) =
∫

Ω

|∇v|dΩ, R2(I) =
∫

Ω

|∇I|2dΩ, (4)

in other terms, v ∈ BV (Ω) (see [12] for more details on this space) and I ∈
H1(Ω).

Then, we are looking for:

(I, v) = arg min
l∈H1(Ω),w∈BV (Ω)

J (l, w) . (5)

Proposition 1. If we suppose that the noise b = 0 and if solutions of (5) exist
where I ∈ ]0, 1] and v in E =

{
u ∈ L2(R2), u(x, y) = 0 or u(x, y) = 1

}
, let

us consider two solutions (I1, v1) and (I2, v2) of (5) then v1 = v2 and when
u1 = u2 �= 0 then I1 = I2.

Proposition 2. If we suppose that I is a positive unkown constant in ]0, 1] there
exist a solution (I, v) satisfying problem (5) in EA ={
v ∈ E, v(x, y) = 0∀x, y ∈ R

2 \ A
}

where A = [0, 1]2.

Proof —Under the assumption of the proposition, let Ij and vj be a minimizing
sequence of the problem (5), the sequence (vj)j) belongs to EA and has bounded
variations. Then by a classical compactness result (see [13]) for the functions
whith bounded variation and the fact that the all element of the sequence (Ij)j)
belongs to a compact K ⊂ ]0, 1]. Then, we can extract a convergent subsequence,
this subsequence converges toward (I∞, v∞) with I∞ ∈ K. As EA is a closed
subset of L2

(
R

2
)
, we have v∞ ∈ EA.

Following these propositions, it could be interessant to add a constraint to
project the solution v as closed as possible to E. A natural candidate function
could be :

g : [m, M ] → R
+

x 	→ (M−x)(x−m)
M−m

where m is the minimum value of the acquired image u and M is its maximum
value.

So, we could penalized the criterion defined in 5 as follow:

J2(I, v) =
1
2
‖Iv − u‖2

L2(Ω) + λ1R1(v) + λ2R2(I) + λ3G(v), (6)

where λ3 > 0 and G(v) =
∫

Ω |g(v)|2dΩ.
Then, the researched solution is:

(I, v) = argmin
l∈H1(Ω),w∈BV (Ω)

J2 (l, w) . (7)
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The Euler-Lagrange equations associated to the problem 6 are:

∂J
∂v (I, v) = I (Iv − u) − λ1div

(
∇v
|∇v|

)
+ λ3 (M + m − 2v)) (M−v)(v−m)

(M−m)2
= 0,

∂J
∂I (I, v) = v (Iv − u) − λ2 (ΔI) = 0.

(8)

3.2 A Direct PDE Based Method

The objective of this approach is to extract the reflectance v from the non
uniform illumination I. If we neglect for the moment the noise.

The model 2 becomes:

u (x, y) = I (x, y) v (x, y) ,
log (u (x, y)) = log (I (x, y) v (x, y)) ,
log (u (x, y)) = log (I (x, y)) + log (v (x, y)) ,

(9)

Remark 1. The grayscale image could be shifted by an offset to avoid the null
values.

We are thus reduced to find Ĩ and ṽ satisfying:

ũ = Ĩ + ṽ (10)

So, as Ĩ is assumed smooth, we will find a way to approach Ĩ regardless of ṽ,
then deduce ṽ by substaction with ũ.

Here, we suppose that Ĩ is the solution of:
⎧⎨
⎩

wt = s max
(
0, sΔAw

)
,

∂w
∂n = 0 on ∂Ω,
w (t = 0) = u,

(11)

where s = 1 if the grayscales of the text are on average “smaller” than the
background ones and s = −1 else. ΔA is defined as:

ΔA := div
(

ϕ′(|∇u|) ∇u

|∇u|
)

. (12)

Now, we introduce the orthonormal set (τ, n), where n is defined by:

n(x) =
∇u

|∇u| .

The vector fields τ et n are respectively tangent and normal to the level curves
(isocontours) of u.
Then (12) becomes:

ΔA =
(

ϕ′(|∇u|)
|∇u| utt + ϕ′′(t)unn

)
, (13)
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where :

utt = τ t ∇2u τ = 1
|∇u|2

(
u2

x1
ux2x2 + u2

x2
ux1x1 − 2ux1ux2ux1x2

)
and

unn = nt ∇2u n = 1
|∇u|2

(
u2

x1
ux1x1 + u2

x2
ux2x2 + 2ux1ux2ux1x2

)
.

ut is the transpose of u, ∇2u is the hessian, uxi and uxixj , i, j ∈ {1, 2} designe
the first and second order partial derivative of u. This allows to separate both
directions of diffusion: τ et n.

The term
ϕ′(|∇u|)
|∇u| utt defines the diffusion in direction τ , while ϕ′′(|∇u|)unn

defines the diffusion in the direction n.
Thus, we have some qualitative requirements on the function ϕ: an isotropic

diffusion on homogeneous region (part) of the image, ϕ′(0) = 0. We have also

lim
t�→0

ϕ′(t)
t

= ϕ′′(0) > 0.
On the edge of the image, where we have a high gradient, we prefer a tangential

diffusion and not in its transverse direction. So, we demand: lim
t�→+∞

tϕ′′(t)
ϕ′(t)

= 0.

An example of function satisfying these requirement is:

ϕ(t) =
√

1 + t2, (14)

If Ĩ is estimated then we can deduce ṽ :

ṽ =
(1 + s)

2
max (ũ) − s

∣∣∣Ĩ − ũ
∣∣∣ , (15)

4 Discretization

In the discrete form, an image is composed of a set of pixels indexed by (i, j),
1 ≤ i ≤ N , 1 ≤ j ≤ M . u = (ui,j)1≤i≤N,1≤j≤M belongs in X , where X = R

N×M .
The space X is equipped with the euclidian inner scalar product:

∀u, v ∈ X, 〈u, v〉X =
N∑

i=1

M∑
j=1

ui,jvi,j .

By a minor abuse of the notation, we state for Xm, where m ≥ 1, the space
(Rm)N×M . The gradient of u ∈ X , written ∇u belongs to X2 and could be
defined by several manners. One of them consists to set ∇u = (g(1), g(2)) with:

g
(1)
i,j =

{
ui+1,j − ui,j if i < N,
0 si i = N.

g
(2)
i,j =

{
ui,j+1 − ui,j if j < M,
0 si j = M.

(16)

This div operator is defined in X2 to X as the adjoint operator of −∇. So, for
all p = (p(1), p(2)) ∈ X2, we have:

∀z ∈ X, 〈divp, z〉 = −〈p,∇z〉.
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In the case where the gradient is given by (16), one can prove that

(divp)i,j = (divp)(1)i,j + (divp)(2)i,j , (17)

with

(divp)(1)i,j =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

p
(1)
i,j − p

(1)
i−1,j if 1 < i < N,

p
(1)
i,j if i = 1,

−p
(1)
i−1,j if i = N.

(divp)(2)i,j =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

p
(2)
i,j − p

(1)
i,j−1 if 1 < j < M,

p
(2)
i,j if j = 1,

−p
(2)
i,j−1 if j = N.

We state for all u ∈ X ,
Δu = div(∇u). (18)

and

ΔAu = div
(

ϕ′(|∇u|) ∇u

|∇u|
)

(19)

Then, from the definition of the divergence, we keep in this discrtete form:

∀u, v ∈ X, 〈Δu, v〉 = −〈∇u,∇v〉 = 〈u, Δv〉. (20)

Then, it follows the natural algorithm from 7, 17 and 18:

Data: u the acquired image
Result: I the non uniform illumination and v the reflectance
initialization : Given ε1 > 0,ε2 > 0, λ1, λ2 and λ3 > 0, I0 = u

max(u) ,
v0 = u and μ > 0 adequately chosen
do
• update I and v:

v
p+1

= v
p − μ

(
I

p (
I

p
v

p − u
) − λ1div

( ∇vp

|∇vp|
)

+ λ3(M + m − 2v
p
)
(M − vp)(vp − m)

(M − m)2

)

Ip+1 = Ip − μ
(

vp+1
(

Ipvp+1 − u
)
− λ2ΔIp

)

until ‖vp+1 − vp‖ < ε1 & ‖Ip+1 − Ip‖ < ε2

v = vp+1, I = Ip+1

Algorithm 1. Model 7

Now, if we use an explicit scheme in time and the discretization 19 for the
anisotrope laplacian, we can derive the following algorithm from 11:
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Data: u the acquired image, s = 1 or -1
Result: v the reflectance
initialization : Given ε > 0, Ĩ0 = ũ := log (u) and dt > 0 adequately
chosen
do
• update I :

Ĩp+1 = Ĩp + dtmax
(
0, ΔAIp

)
until ‖Ĩp+1 − Ĩp‖ < ε
Ĩ = Ĩp+1 deduce ṽ from 15 and v = exp(ṽ).

Algorithm 2. Model 11

5 Numerical Results

In this section, we present some simulation results comparing boths models.
We show the ability of the proposed algorithms to successfully estimate the
reflectance and the non uniform illumination and we compare also their perfor-
mance by means of a text recognition software. As we don’t control the recogni-
tion software errors, we present only how our process can improve this software.
In other words, we show the recognition of the acquired image afterwards the
recognition of the results obtained by the algorithms 1 and 2.

In the example 1, the original image is acquired from a Sony Ericksson K800i
(3.2 megapixels) while images in Examples 2 and 3 are obtained from an Iphone
3GS (3 megapixels).

In these tests, the parameters of the algorithm 1- criterion 7 are taken equal
to λ1 = λ2 = 0.1, λ3 = 0.01 and ε = 0.00001. For algorithm 2- model 11, we
take s = 1, dt = 0.5 and ε = 0.00001.

Figure 1 shows the estimated non uniform illumination and the estimated
reflectance obtained from both algorithms. In this example, The image is affected
by its own shadow. The resulting estimations are correct and quite similar.

In figures 2 and 3, the images are acquired in a severe rough environment.
These tests are very interesting because the images contain receipts. If we could
recognize the containts of the receipts. The consumer can then follow his budget
in a detailed way. Then, we can propose an alternative solution to barcode
scanning. This solution is more tracktable since we have only one shot and one
scan when the barcode solution needs to decode the barcode for each product.
Morever, barcodes acquired from photophones have also distortion problems that
we must take into account during the decoding process (see [7,6,14]).

In figure 2, the lightning conditions are very low and we deal with distortions
which are beyond the scope of this work (blur and noise). Thus, here, we are on
a “edge case” for both algoritms. As we can see, the text recognition software
recognize some texts of the estimated reflectance for both algorithms whereas
this software does not recognize any text from the original image. Both results
are correct but the result of algorithm 2- model 11 seems more suitable if we
would like to read or to print the result. In figure 3, the image are affected by
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(a) Example 1 :
original image

(b) Text en-
hancement
: estimated
reflectance ;
model 7

(c) Text en-
hancement
: estimated
reflectance ;
model 11

(d) Text en-
hancement :
estimated non
uniform illumi-
nation ; model
7

(e) Text en-
hancement :
estimated non
uniform illumi-
nation ; model
11

Fig. 1. Original image acquired from a Sony Ericsson K800i

(a) Example 2,
original image

A

50
0.50

20

(b) Recognition
by a classical
OCR software ;
original image

(c) Text enhance-
ment : estimated
reflectance ; model
7

FRANPRIX
22 AVENUE OE SAINT OUEH
75018 PARIS

COCKT NAT +20*
BQUOINS NOIRS
OLIV VERT PIQU
APERIVRAIS SAV

= T 0 T A L ( 4»)

CARTE BANCAIRE

Taux TVA.

1> 5.50 0.50
Totaux: 0.50

2.24c
2.99c
2.15C
2.17C

9.55C

9.55C

H.T.

9.05
9.05

005 / 000300 / 08/01/2011 / 19:35:54
Ticket No 001411

(d) Recognition
by a classical
OCR software
; estimated re-
flectance ; model
7

(e) Text enhance-
ment : estimated
reflectance ; model
11

FRANPRIX
22 AVENUE DE SAINT OUEN
75018 PARIS

COCKT NAT +20X
BOUDINS NOIRS
OLIV VERT PIQU
APERIVRAIS SAV

» T 0 T A L ( 4)

CARTE BANCAIRE

TAUX TVA.

1> 5.50 0.50
Totaux: 0.50

2.24C
2.99c
2.15C
2.17C

9.55C

9.55C

H.T..

9.05
9.05

005 / 000300 / 08/01/2011 / 19:35:54
Ticket No 001411

(f) Recognition by
a classical OCR
software ; esti-
mated reflectance
; model 11

Fig. 2. Original image acquired from an iphone 3GS: first test
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(a) Example
3, original
image

FACTURE
jrant McDonald's de SEVRES
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8.00

A 19.601 I C L = 0.18
5-5 INCL. = r : 

Herci * votre
A bientot

u MIMft 601

(b) Recog-
nition by
a classi-
cal OCR
software
; original
image

(c) Text en-
hancement
: estimated
reflectance ;
model 7

FACTURE
: McDonald's de SEVRES
'/128 GRANDE RUE
92310 SEVRES

Tel. 01 46 23 80 01
402 902 704 00012 - A 
i TVA intracoaanautai

FRXXXXXX

* > S3B

!

•

Caissier « 101
Restaurant 440
#COE 332 -CSE 04- 23/01/20" "5:-3:3:

QTE PROOUIT
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1 HH Ice T 
2 HM PoaPotes
1 KH Jouet G 
1 HM Jouet F 
2 HM McFlsh

-\r

0.55
3.45

TOTAL
O.CO 0.00

I o.co
D.00 C.GO
0.55 0.55

0.55

Total A Boorter (TVA MEL)

01
102

.10 TVA A 
6.90 TVA A 

19.60* INCL.
5.50% I 

«w, Lt

8.C0
e.oo
o.i
0.36

de votre visite
A bientot

a TVA de 19.6OX

(d) Recog-
nition by
a classi-
cal OCR
software ;
estimated
reflectance ;
model 7

(e) Text en-
hancement
: estimated
reflectance ;
model 11

(f) Recog-
nition by
a classi-
cal OCR
software ;
estimated
reflectance ;
model 11

Fig. 3. Original image acquired from an iphone 3GS: second test

two kinds of shadows : its own shadow and a drop shadow. In this test, the
algorithm 2- model 11 gives the best result.

6 Conclusion

Two methods for enhancing text in image-docmuents are proposed. The first is
based on an highly non convex optimization problem while the second is based
on a direct PDE’s resolution. So far we have shown that the methods are ro-
bust to low lightning conditions. The second method based on an anisotropic
pde’s model provides the best result and is easier to implement. Moreover, the
resulting algorithm depends only on few fixed parameters. However, this model
needs some theorical investigations and a rigorous analysis (conditions of exis-
tence, unicity, numerical analysis of the associated algorithm . . . ) that deserves
further investigations. Based on the resolution of the associated global illumi-
nation model 2, both methods allow to estimate the luminance in a robust and
reproducible way . In particular, this approach has been successfully applied
to improve an OCR software to recognize texts from real images taken from
photophones even in tough environment.
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